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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS R. Koenker
Dept. of Economics Fall 2013

Economics 508: Applied Econometrics
Problem Set 1

The budget data presented below are taken from two studies of the standard of living of
English rural laborers conducted during the period 1787-1795 by the Reverend David Davies and
Frederick Morton Eden.To my knowledge, these were the first examples of studies in that long
and semi-honorable liberal tradition of econometrically snooping into the private lives of the
poor. By the mid 19th century such studies were being conducted all over Europe by such nota-
bles as Ernst Engel, Frederick Engels, Frederick LePlay and others. See George Stigler’s essay
"The Early History of Empirical Studies of Consumer Behavior" which has been reprinted in his
splendid volume ofEssays in the History of Economics. A somewhat more detailed description
of the data may be found in my ancient paper "Was Bread Giffen?" Thiswas the first empirical
paper I wrote as a graduate student so you shouldn’t expect a very high level of sophistication
from it.

More conveniently, the data are available from the class webpage. The objective of the original
paper was to document an example of that Loch Ness Monster of economics -- the Giffen good.
Unfortunately, as you will see as you do the problem, bread does not seem to be Giffen among
this group of households in the late 18th century. Nonetheless, I believe that the problem serves
as a good review of some basic demand theory and some basic ideas of hypothesis testing.(And
I hav ea sentimental attachment to it.)Quite recently there has been a revival of interest in the
topic stimulated by the paper by Jensen and Miller (2008, AER, 98, 1553-77) who study a exper-
imental setting in China.

All expenditure variables are in old pence per week. The price of bread is in old pence per
half peck loaf, the price of meat is in old pence per lb of bacon. In cases where consumption of
meat was not in the form of bacon an equivalent quantity (in money terms) of bacon was com-
puted. Similarly, in cases where the household purchased flour rather than bread an equivalent
quantity of bread was computed.

1. Estimatethe following two bread equations:

QB = µ B + α BY + u

QB = µ B + α BY + γ BS + β BB PB + β BM PM + u.

In the first only-income-matters model, test the hypothesis that the Engel curve for bread is
homogeneous, i.e.,µ B = 0, against the alternative hypotheses that families have some "com-
mitted quantity" of bread which they will purchase regardless of family income. In the sec-
ond model, test the following hypotheses:
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(i) Family size, and the prices of bread and meat are not "significant" influences on bread
consumption.

(ii) Breadis a "normal" good.1

(iii) The price of meat is not a "significant" factor in determining bread consumption.

(iv) Comparethe plots of the Engel curves for bread for the ‘‘short’’ and ‘‘long’’ versions
of the model using the partial residual plot method for the latter model.Verify for
this example that the least squares fit to the partial residual scatter plot yields the same
estimate ofα B as does the full least squares regression.

2. Onedifficulty with linear models is that the interpretation of the estimated parameters is
intimately connected with the units of measurement of the included variables. When
weekly income rises by 10 pence, average family bread consumption rises by 10α half peck
loaves per week. (A half-peck loaf is the amount of bread which can be made with a bit
less than a half-peck of (wheaten) flour -- about 8lbs. 11 oz of bread.)For those not attuned
to such esoterica it is often convenient to present estimates of elasticities of demand with

respect to income, prices, or whatever.2 However, since here the estimated relationship is
linear, elasticities all depend upon where they are evaluated. Theusual practice in such cir-
cumstances is to discuss elasticities evaluated at the point of sample means. But usual prac-
tice is, as usual, somewhat lazy, and it is often interesting to evaluate at other places too.As
always be cautious about evaluating too far away from the region inx-space that you have
observed. Computethe following based on your estimates of model (ii):

(a) Theincome elasticity of bread

(b) Theuncompensated own price elasticity of bread

(c) Thecompensated own price elasticity of bread

(d) Thecompensated cross (meat) price elasticity of bread

Interpret these estimates -- that is, explain what they mean in language that an historian, for

example, might understand.3 One way to explore thismight be to compare the estimates
you obtain in (a-d) with those you would get if you had specified the orginal demand equa-
tions in log-linear form. A better way to explore this would be to estimate Box-Cox forms
of the bread equation, or to use the Andrews test introduced in class.The linearity

1. Such "composite" hypotheses are typically tested using a one-tailed test against the relevant simple hypothesis -- in this caseα B = 0.
Why is this? Because,in classical testing situations you would like control the probability of Type 1 error to be less than or equal to some fixed
α and choosing this "sharp null" assures that if the size of the test isα for this version of the test then the probability of a Type 1 error is strictly
less thanα for any other value of the parameter consistent with the composite version of the hypothesis. Why?

2. Keynes says in hisEssays in Biography, "In the provision of terminology and apparatus to aid thought I do not think that Marshall did
economists any greater service than by the explicit introduction of the idea of ’elasticity’." (p.187) He goes on to remark in a footnote, "Mrs. Mar-
shall tells me that he hit on the notion of elasticity as he sat on the roof at Palermo shaded by the bath-cover in 1881 and was highly delighted
with it."

3. On the language of economics and econometrics I can’t resist recommending Donald N. McCloskey’s The Rhetoric of Economics,
(Wisconsin U. Press, 1985). It is an excellent treatise on, and model of, economic style.
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assumption is particularly suspect for the family size variable, one might think.

Recall that the distinction between compensated and uncompensated price elasticities is the
following: "uncompensated"means "income held constant", i.e., the Marshallian demand elas-
ticity, "compensated" means "utility held constant", i.e., Hicksian demand elasticity. Of course,
the following (Slutsky) relationship holds

ηh
ij = ηg

ij + θ jη iy

where ηh
ij is thecompensated (Hicksian) elasticity of demand for good; with respect to the

price of goodj.

ηg
ij is the correspondinguncompensated (Marshallian) elasticity

θ j is the budget share of good j, i.e.,θ j = p j q j /y

η iy is the income elasticity of demand for goodi.

3. Estimatethe demand for meat equation:

QM = µ M + α MY + γ M S + β MB PB + β MM PM + u.

Test the following:

(a) Meatis a luxury, recall that this implies that it has an income elasticity greater than one.

(b) Meatand bread are substitutes, recall that this implies that the Slutsky effect is positive.

The formal definition of substitutes and complements used in economics is usually based on the
Hicksian demand derivative, usually called the Slutsky effect, which in this case is, at sample
means,β MB + QBα M . Recall that thisshould be identical toβ BM + QMα B. Of course this Slut-
sky symmetry should hold at all price-income configurations try to investigate whether it holds
(approximately) away from the point of means. Consider whether departures from symmetry
should be blamed on the irrationality of the English workers, bad data collection, poor specifica-
tion of the model, etc.Again, it might be useful to compare your estimates with what is obtained
by estimating the model in logarithms, or better yet from a more general Box-Cox specification
of the demand model.

4 An important objective of the course is to develop skills of critical reading of empirical
work in economics. In the light of your experience with the English 18th century data,
make abrief critical assesment of the Jensen and Miller paper on Giffenness in China.Do
they make a convincing case for Giffenness within their experimental context?
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SOME BUDGETS OF ENGLISH RURAL LABORERS
County Date Bread Meat Family Total Price Price

Exp Exp Size Exp Bread Meat
79 8 7 99 11.5 8
68.5 16 7 96.5 11.5 8
68.5 8 6 88.5 11.5 8
32 21 5 75 11.5 3.3

Berks 1787 53 12 4 75 11.5 8
48 20 5 78 11.5 8
56 18 5 90.5 13.5 8
98 12 7 124 13.5 8
50 12 3 81.25 13.5 8
95.5 0 8 120.25 13.5 8
49.5 0 7 60.5 13 7.5
61 12 6 85.5 13 7.5
37.5 8 5 58 13 7.5
37 8 4 65.5 13 7.5
43 12 5 68.5 13 7.5

Dorset 1789 43 8 4 61 13 7.5
59 30 4 106.25 13 7.5
59 30 7 108.5 13 7.5
50 10.5 4 70.75 13 7.5
41 22.5 4 80.25 13 7.5
58.5 15 6 88.5 13 7.5

Derby 1788 54 18 6 104 12 7.5
74 8 6 99 11.5 8
40 0 4 69.75 11.5 8
58 8 5 84 11.5 8
95 4 9 113 11.5 8

Dorset 1789 75 0 8 107.75 11.5 8
79 4 5 89 11.5 8
98 8 9 115.25 14 8
84 24 8 162 14 8
48 12 5 87 14 8
59.5 18 4 109 22 10
87 12 6 113 22 10

Oxford 1795 117 36 8 183.5 22 10
78 18 4 114 22 10


